Dear Hilary

STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING ON BSE

Thank you for your letter. The meeting was initiated by Professor Clarence Gibbs and he decided the membership of the unofficial committee and invited the attendance of speakers and observers. We at CVL merely arranged the visit and hosted the meetings.

I am enclosing the programme and a draft note that is intended to be published in the Veterinary Record.

No papers were presented by our American guests and none covered the subject of pharmaceuticals. The proceedings on BSE R and D were in confidence. If you require any further information please give me a call.

Yours sincerely

R BRADLEY

cc Mr A Lawrence
Dr T W A Little

Encl.
BSE STANDING COMMITTEE - DR C GIBBS - PROGRAMME
11-13 MARCH 1990

Sunday, 11 March
Arrive Hotel
Dinner 19.30 for 20.00
Committee/Speakers
Observers and Guests

Monday, 12 March
Arrive CVL. Meet Committee Members, Biochemistry
Conference Room
Observers: Dr B Marchant
Dr M Robinson
Dr K MacOwan
Visiting Speakers arrive Old Library. Received by A N Other.
Committee joins visiting speakers.

COFFEE - Old Library

Each paper 20 minutes, plus 10 minutes for discussion.
Welcome - Dr W A Watson 10.25
Introduction to BSE -
Mr R Bradley/Dr K J MacOwan 10.30
Epidemiology/Offspring -
Mr J W Wilesmith 11.00
Control and Exports -
Dr D Matthews 11.30
Pathology - Mr G A H Wells 12.00
Transmission and CVL Molecular Studies - Mr M Dawson

BUFFET LUNCH

Human SE's and BSE - Drs H Baker/R Ridley

Mouse, Sheep, Goat Studies - Dr H Fraser

TEA

Molecular Chemistry and Genetics - Dr J Hope

Inactivation Studies - Dr D Taylor

CLOSURE

Return to Hotel - Evening free

Tuesday, 13 March

Arrive CVL and visit clinical field and experimental cases - Mr G A H Wells/Mr M Dawson/Mr B N J Parker

Observers:

Dr K MacOwan (Until 11.15)
Dr M Robinson all day
Dr B Marchant